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Silens Messor. The location may be in
the Sevenoaks area.
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EDITORIAL
Welcome to Grassbox 88. If you started
reading from the back, as I’m sure
some of you do, you will have noticed
by now that this issue has colour
throughout. This I hope makes the mag-
azine more enjoyable, and easier to
read as it enables all images to be
alongside the articles they relate to.
The even better news is that this
change has come about thanks to our
printer informing me that they would
now be able to print it in full colour for
no extra cost. It was therefore a ‘no
brainer’ as the expression goes to make
the change. I trust you all enjoy it.
Geoff Christopher has kindly provided a
word search puzzle with a mower relat-
ed theme as a follow up to the cross
word a few issues ago. This is on the
back page of the magazine.
Nick Lumsden was pleased to have had
their new display of his fathers ma-
chines at Picton Castle mentioned not
only in Grassbox by also in the January
22nd issue of Country Life. I hope the
display attracts plenty of visitors in its
first summer.
The club, or individual members, have
been invited to make a display at The
Garden Festival,  at Hellens Manor
House, Much Marcle, Herefordshire.
This event takes place over the week-
end of 7-8 June. The show attracts
around 3000 visitors, and any member
who would like to make a display can
find more information at
www.thegardenfestival.co.uk.
Velocette Mower? Member Jack Frost
has come across a reference to Ve-
locette motorbikes having made a twin
cylinder engined mower. Despite hav-
ing been interested in Velocette for over
50 years, Jack has never heard of this

before, and wonders if any members
knows more, or even better has one?
Please let us know!
Block Chain. Many members who col-
lect pre Second World War hand mow-
ers will know the frustration of acquiring
one with its block chain missing. These
chains had been thought impossible to
source today, and several less good
examples of the more common models
have been sacrificed for the sake of
their chain over the years.
However, help may now be at hand.
Keith Wootton tracked down a company
called RM Fowler Ltd. Based in Knuts-
ford, Fowlers stock several old fash-
ioned types and sizes of chains, the
block chains they make being primarily
for the vintage bicycle collectors. Keith
has paid them a visit before Christmas,
and I hope to have a sample chain in
time for the annual rally. They are made
in America, and are quite costly, at £28
a foot. A standard Silens Messor chain
is 28” long, so it may not be as cheap as
cannibalising another machine, but
probably better in the long run. Unfortu-
nately, Fowlers do not sell any chains
wider than the normal ½” width, so the
bigger mowers will still be a problem.
Fowlers can be contacted on 01565
651051. The website is:
http://www.chain-drive.co.uk.
It is worth noting that Ransomes,
Greens and Follows & Bate chains are
all 1” pitch by ½” width on mowers
below 14”. Above that, Ransomes
chains are the same 1” pitch but  /

₁
₆

”
wide, but Greens chains are 1¼” pitch.
It only really remains for me to wish
everyone well for the coming summer
rally season and hope very much that I
will see as many of you as possible at
the annual rally in May.
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For the holidays Margaret
and I chose to exchange
cold New England for warm
New Zealand. Before head-
ing out to their south island,
arrangements were made to
meet with OLC members,
Alan Mattingly and Frank
MacKenna. After telephone
and e-mail exchanges going
back at least a dozen years,
it would be nice to actually
meet them in person.
We left Los Angles on
Christmas Eve and arrived
in Christchurch on Boxing
Day. After spending 15
hours over the Pacific, the
International Dateline made Christmas
Day disappear. Our motel in North
Christchurch was just a short walk
around the corner from Alan’s garage
with adjoining house. Some of you will
remember Alan from his visit to the OLC
rally in 2011. Plans were made to catch
up on the last day of 2013.
Besides viewing vintage mountains, I
wanted to see vintage equipment. For-
tunately for me Margaret is no stranger
to mechanical technical museums. In
fact in 1966 she bought new an Austin
Healey 3000 Mark III. While I wanted to
photograph all of the lawn mowers re-
gardless of country of origin, I paid par-
ticularly attention to those made in the
USA. From past experience many of
these models are export only and not
encountered at home.
The Yaldhurst Transportation Museum
in Northwest Christchurch was estab-
lished in 1968. Among the horse carts,

automobiles, tractors, engines and
printing presses, were numerous Atcos
and Ransomes as well as several
Chadborn & Coldwell Excelsior lawn
mowers.
The museum is under the airport flight
path. Christchurch is home to the New
York State Air National Guard air crews
tasked with transportation to and from
the ice, aka Antarctica. We met several
men and women from New England
and New York. Small world.
On New Year’s Eve day we met up
again with Alan and his wife Jannette
for a trip to the Ferrymead Heritage
Park, located in Southeast Christch-
urch. Ferrymead’s Kitson Steam Tram
was recently pictured in Old Glory Mag-
azine. Alan is a member at Ferrymead
with access to all the workshops.
Among the many lawn mowers on dis-
play was a 19teens 30” Philadelphia
Eagle horse mower, an early Jacobsen

A WINTER TRIP TO SUMMER
By Jim Ricci

Alan Mattingly and Frank MacKenna with Jim Ricci
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4-Acre mower as well as several C&C
Excelsior mowers. Of particular interest
was the C&C grass box, the first I have
ever seen other than on the pages of
old magazines. Sitting outside in need
of restoration is a 48” Shanks horse
mower. No AMH, an export license is
not likely.
Before arriving back at Alan’s for a late
evening tea, we toured the earthquake
devastated downtown of Christchurch
where there are more parking lots than
buildings.
Alan almost filled his backyard with
lawn mowers including Atco, Automow-
er, Dennis, Ransomes and Shanks. He
has also acquired some mowers from
the collection of the late OLC member
Peter Liggett. On the America side was
an interesting, and new to me, Whitman
& Barnes, Akron Ohio. After WWII R.
Herschel, Peoria Illinois, took over pro-
duction. In addition he has a few Chad-
born & Coldwell and Coldwell models.
Nestled in their garden was ‘Moa on
Eggs’ (Grassbox #76) aka Dille &

McGuire, Richmond Indiana. As mid-
night approached, we fired up several
motor mowers and started to mow in an
attempt to stake a claim on being the
first persons to mow a lawn in 2014. All

of these antics duly
documented by
Alan’s daughter Jes-
sie, a professional
photographer.
The following after-
noon, New Year’s
Day, we all drove to
Rolleston, about
twenty minutes west,
to visit Frank MacK-
enna and his wife
Laurine. Most impor-
tantly to me Frank
has a 9 bladed 25”
pony mower made by
the Coldwell Lawn
Mower Co., New-
burgh NY. (Left) This

Jim and Alan welcome in the New Year
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mower dates from
the early 1900’s
and again some-
thing I have never
seen at home.
Frank’s sheds
hold a number of
restored and un-
restored lawn
mowers and piec-
es of horticultural
equipment. Even
his junk pile
looked like a
treasure trove to
me! Frank’s friend
OLC member
John Cuthbert
has recently
moved to the
North Island so
Frank stores
much of John’s
collection.
Some of the other
museum stops in-
cluded the Rangiora Colonial Museum.
Rangiora is only twenty minutes north
of Christchurch. Established in 1982
they specialize in weddings and funer-
als. After the services guests have full
access to the five, soon to be six, muse-
um buildings. It is all part of the package.
Owners Dawn and Richard Spark
opened their museum especially for us.
Set up as rooms and vignettes this
massive collection of all the things old,
large and small, which were used in
New Zealand, including an extensive
collection of farm tractors. Because we
were from the states Richard wanted to
show us his latest acquisition. The day
before we arrived someone donated a
19th century barn beam boring drill
made near us in Fiskdale, Massachu-

setts, by the Snell Company.  There
were lawn mowers of every shape and
size including a second C&C grass box
and a very early Gravely Model D trac-
tor with reel mower.
About 2 hours drive Southwest of
Christchurch is the Geraldine Vintage
Car & Machinery Museum in the town of
Geraldine.  Once again it was a history
lesson in antique automobiles and trac-
tors. The side shed held a couple of
Dennis mowers as well as a Coldwell
Chain Roller with twin cast iron handles,
something not seen here in the USA.
(see image above)
A little farther afield is the National
Transport & Toy Museum in Wanaka,
about 5 hours drive Southwest of
Christchurch. The superlatives fail me
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here with this truly overwhelming collec-
tion of stuff. Cars, trucks, airplanes and
toys are only part of the collection.
There are many dozens of mowers from
the USA, England, Australia and New
Zealand, including a Shaw water cooled
Governor (see image above) and a late
Ransomes Ride on motor mower. Al-
though some were inside the display
buildings large numbers were stored
outdoors on the back of flat bed trucks.
Their very dry climate is conducive to
storing vehicles and machinery out-
doors.

My house and barn would
easily fit inside their spacious
and well equipped work shop.
So in true American tourist
fashion I poked my nose in
the door. I was greeted by
Bevin who was preparing a
late 1960’s Ford Falcon for
paint. We spent a long time
talking about old equipment
and how they supply items for
movies and television com-
mercials.
This trip wasn’t all about visit-
ing museums to see old lawn
mowers there were lots of
rugged mountains, vineyards,
pasture land and lakes. A trip
on the steamship TSS
Earnslaw, Lake Wakatipu,
Queenstown, is not to be
missed. Alas, no bungee
jumping for me. There were
still a few more collections left
unexplored on the island of
the Hobbits, however, after
two weeks home was calling.
Travelling home to New Eng-
land took 36 hours with a cold
welcome by a Polar Vortex
and lots of snow.

I hope to see all of you this May at the
OLC  25th  2014.

Websites of Museums visited:
http://yaldhurstmuseum.co.nz/
http://www.ferrymead.org.nz/
http://rossburnreceptions.co.nz/4Muse
um.html
http://www.nzmuseums.co.nz/account/
3233
http://www.wanakatransportandtoymus
eum.com/
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I last wrote on this subject in Grassbox
72 and in that article I did not really
cover any details of the earlier type of
Silens Messor, the curved handled ver-
sion. Since then we have made a bit
more of a study of these and found out
a lot more about them and their various
datable features.

Replacement parts
The first and most important point to
make is that so many of these early
machines have had many major parts
replaced at some time in their life. It is
worth remembering that these are the
only mowers to survive in any number
from before 1880, and this reflects the
much larger numbers that they were
sold in compared to their rivals. Be-
cause the company carried on making
what was essentially the same machine
with many interchangeable parts right
up to the late 1930s, it was not neces-
sary for owners to replace their 19th
century Silens Messor as all the work-
ing parts could be renewed from current
stock.
The key therefore to spotting new parts
is to know the features of the originals.
The first thing to look out for on any 19th
century model is any components that
have the incuse “Greens SM” stamp on
them. These are all post 1905, and are
therefore replacements. These marks
or a raised part number on the bigger
castings, are found on almost all parts
of post 1905 machines, even the brass
bearings.
The second important feature is the
shape of the forged ends on the cross
bars in both handles and drawbars.
Earlier curved handle machines always

have a concave forging, while after
about 1880 or so the forging is a more
bulbous convex shape right up to 1939.
This is seen in the two images below.
On the left, an 1860s type, on the right
one from the 1880s.

The third feature is the cutting cylinder.
The earliest type have 8 blades, which
are made of slightly thinner steel than
the later ones and are mounted in cast
disks that are of a noticeably flatter
profile than the later ones. Unlike much
later cylinders, the central spindle of
these are made of wrought iron, the
distinctive veins of which are clearly
visible if you sandblast it.

This image shows an early cylinder as
seen on a 14” example. Note also that
the small sprocket is the original flange-
less 5 toothed version, correct for all
machines up to 1905, but very often
replaced with the later 4 toothed type.
The second version of cylinder has only
7 blades, but otherwise is more like the

EARLY SILENS MESSORS
By William Proudfoot
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later SM cylinder fitted up until the end
of production. They have the more pro-
nounced shape of the web, however, all
the examples I have seen have the
blades held in with copper wedges rath-
er than the usual crimped wire arrange-
ment. The change to 7 blades is odd as
it reduces the cuts per foot of the mow-
er. This change happened around the
early 1870s, while the return to 8 blades
seems to have been about 10 years or
so later. It is possible that some sizes
may have changed back to 8 sooner,
certainly the 6” example pictured below
is later in date than several larger 8
bladed versions.

Note also that this picture shows the
small front roller brackets, which do not
have the solid section above the slot.
These seem to have fitted in the 1880s
to the smaller models. Also the chain
appears to be made with thicker than
average links. I suspect that this may
be an original wrought iron chain, as
mentioned in contemporary adverts.
Probably quite prone to wear, these
were almost all replaced with later
chains on most survivors of this age.

Size dependant features
There are two very noticable examples.
One is the fixed drive with no free wheel
in the rear roller which the 6”, 8” and 10”
mowers all had before the early 1880s.
Again it is likely that the change did not
come all at once, so it is hard to be

exact about the date. Also of note are
the splayed front ends to the frames,
which appear on 16” and above some-
time in the 1870s. This is where one of
the other features helps as the splayed
front end means that the drawbar
crossbar and grassbox would be wider.
If the drawbar has a crossbar with con-
cave forged ends as described earlier,
then it proves that the splayed frames
must belong to the same pre 1880ish
era and cannot be later replacements.
Splayed frames are a curious feature
as they appeared on each machine
down the size range over time. By the
1880s the 14” had them, then the 12”
before eventually reaching the 10” and
8” in the 1930s.

Dates
The Silens Messor as we know it
seems to have appeared in the spring
of 1864, and it was in April of that year
that the Dublin office is first mentioned
in adverts. Greens proudly told us in
almost all their adverts how many ma-
chines they had so far sold almost eve-
ry year from 1865 onwards - and these
figures correspond almost exactly with
the serial numbers in that they always
seem to fit within 5000 numbers or so
with other known points.
In 1865, they had sold 26,000 ma-
chines, and 2 years later in 1867 they
had got to 39,000. The earliest actual
mower that I have seen is 27790, a 16”
Dublin era model with the early type of
cylinder bearing. This is likely to be
from mid 1865. The latest Dublin era
number is 39077, this mower having
normal split brass bearings (though of
course the frames could be replace-
ments). This could be from mid 1867.
The first mower without Dublin on the
handles is No. 44230, and Greens had
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sold 44,000 machines in January 1869.
A good clue as to when the bearings
changed could be gleaned from the
1872 advert which boasts that no
changes have been made to the design
for 6 years - therefore the last change
was in 1866. There are two relevant
mechanical changes this could have
been, the bearing change or the internal
toothed chain to block chain change.
Either or both could have switched in
1866.
The 8” size was introduced in 1871, and
the 6” in 1877. The number on surviving
machines seem to more or less corre-
spond with these dates too, the lowest
8” number being 65706, which would be
early 1872, though the lowest 6” at
81535 is only 3500 before the March
1877 figure of 85,000. We will never
know when we have found the lowest
number for either size, so dating by this
method can never be entirely accurate.

The numbers increase by about 5,000
every year right though to the early
1890s, when sales obviously started to
increase considerably. In 1886, they
had sold 135,000, and guess what - the
latest curved handled number so far
found is 135589, while the earliest
straight handled number is 141212, and
in the 1887 adverts, the straight han-
dles had appeared and Greens had
sold - yes that’s right - 140,000.
A word needs to be said about the
testimonials in the 1938 and ‘39 Greens
catalogues. There is one in each of
these that describe how wonderful the
customer’s by then ancient Silens Mes-
sor is, giving the serial number. Greens
helpfully tell us the date of the mower
from the serial number, however in both
cases they seem to have got it wrong,
making both machines about 4 years
earlier than they should be by all other
reckoning. Why this is so is unclear, it

could well be that
the written
records were not
that accurate or
that they were
misread. Either
way, this infor-
mation seems to
contradict all the
material printed
at the time of pro-
duction.

I am indebted to
Clive Gravett
who has also
been research-
ing this subject
and has filled
several signifi-
cant gaps in my
information.
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HALL & DUCK INFORMATION
SERVICE
The Hall & Duck Trust can provide infor-
mation on almost any make and model
of lawn mower. For just £15 per ma-
chine they will search their extensive
information archive and provide copies
of documents found, dates of manufac-
ture and more. Special rates for multiple
queries. Please make cheques payable
to “The Hall & Duck Trust”. Send que-
ries with cheques to: Andrew Hall, Ar-
chivist, The Hall & Duck Trust, 1
Belmont Terrace, Shepton Beau-
champ, Ilminster, Somerset, TA19
0JX. T: 01460 241374 /E:
archivist@hdtrust.co.uk W:
www.hdtrust.co.uk

GARFITTS SPARES
Contact Richard Jones on 01243
575937 or by email at
lawnmower.jones@hotmail.co.uk  to or-
der bottom blades, cutting cylinders and
fixing screws from Garfitt’s of Sheffield.
Items ordered through Richard are sub-
ject to special terms and you only need
to pay the club after the order is re-
ceived. Richard will also be able to offer
general advice on removal and replace-
ment of the blades.

NEW WEBSITE PASSWORD
The generic password used for basic
access to the website was changed
shortly after the last edition of Grassbox
was issued. The new details are:

Username: olcmember
Password: Climax1869!

Members with their own username and
password are not affected by this
change.

THIRD PARTY INSURANCE
We will shortly be organising the annual
third party insurance required to attend
events and rallies. The application form
for this will, as in previous years, be
found on the attached sheet.

ANNUAL RALLY AND AGM
This year’s annual rally at Milton Key-
nes on Saturday 17 and Sunday 18
May will be the 25th anniversary of the
first lawn mower gathering at the muse-
um that led to the formation of the club.
It is also the 25th annual rally as the first
“official” club event was held in 1990.
The annual rally has always been the
club’s biggest and best event of the
year and we really do want as many
members as possible to come along to
celebrate this significant milestone. The
museum address is Milton Keynes Mu-
seum, McConnell Drive, Wolverton, Mil-
ton Keynes, MK12 5EL.
Like all our events it’s very informal. We
encourage all members to bring at least
one machine from their collection to
exhibit, hopefully more. It’s surprising
how much you can get in the boot of a
car when you try! All mowers are wel-
come, large and small, hand and motor-
ised. Bring family and friends too - even
if they are not interested in mowers, the
museum is great and there’s lots to look
at.
Theme
This year’s theme is “lawn edgers and
electric mowers”. This is a bit different
to recent years but the committee

CLUB SERVICES AND INFORMATION
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thought it might attract some interesting
machines including recent designs.
Timetable for Sunday
We’re planning on keeping the same
timetable as last year which means the
auction will take place late morning, no
sooner than 11am, on the Sunday. If
you haven’t already entered a lot
there’s still time but you must let us
know before the event if you want to
sell anything. We will not accept lots on
the day because it adds to the
committee’s workload when there isn’t
much spare time. The entry form for
items for the auction with further details
is enclosed with this magazine.
The AGM will be held after lunch, start-
ing no sooner than 2pm on Sunday
afternoon. Awards and presentations
will be made at the end of the meeting.
We’ll also present each member in at-
tendance with a souvenir of the week-
end (you also get the souvenir if you
only come on Saturday but you need to
ask a committee member for one).
The usual competitions of “best working
machine” and “spot the part” will take
place and of course we’ll be holding the
annual contest for the Andrew Grout
Plate. Competition for all of these is
likely to be as fierce as ever. The club
shop will be open regularly throughout
the weekend with the complete range of
souvenirs, clothing and transfers availa-
ble. Check out the current list of availa-
ble items on the new section on the
website.
Camping
Finally, a bit of housekeeping. If you’re
planning to arrive on the Friday please
do not come before 3pm because there
won’t be anyone from the club to wel-
come you before then. After that, feel
free to come at any time. The gates to
the site are closed when it gets dark but

are open again from around 7.30am on
the Saturday and Sunday mornings.
Once on site turn left through the gate
inside the museum’s main entrance and
proceed slowly into the field but please
keep an eye out for people who may be
walking around the grounds. We plan to
ask all club members to sign a book
when they arrive so that we know who’s
been. All vehicles and trailers must be
parked in the designated area as
marked by signs or indicated by a com-
mittee member. This is for safety and to
allow other members to drop off and
collect their exhibits without hindrance.
Camping is permitted on Friday and
Saturday evenings. The toilets and
washrooms will be open until late at
night and from early morning on each
day. The museum tea room will be serv-
ing breakfast on Saturday and Sunday
morning and light refreshments
throughout each day. On the Friday and
Saturday evenings we generally send
out for a take-away.

WEBSITE
Did you know the club’s website cur-
rently has over 1600 pages of informa-
tion? This includes mower profiles,
mower dates, technical settings, event
reports, restoration advice, copies of
operating manuals and the forums.
There is also a complete list of the
decals, transfers and souvenirs we can
supply and back copies of Grassbox
and other publications. Another area
that is popular with visitors is the video
archive which includes mowers on TV
shows (including appearances of com-
mittee members and other well-known
club members - look out for a TV inter-
view I did at the club’s first rally in 1990).
Some of this content dates back to the
club’s very first website back in the late
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1990s but most is much more recent -
we’re working on new pages all of the
time. We’ll shortly be adding profiles of
the committee members with individual
contact details, information about past
recipients of the Andrew Grout Plate
and the Charlie Jones Award, all of
which should go live in time for the
club’s annual rally in May. We’re also
revising the general layout of the site
with new sections to make it easier to
create and find new and existing con-
tent (which will also make the mobile
version look better too). We’re investi-
gating an index of Grassbox content to
make it easier to find old stories.
In another exciting development we
have decided to transfer the club’s Di-
rectory Of Mower Manufacturers And
Models to the website and make it free-
ly available to members. When it goes
live later this year it will feature a
number of additional entries and for the
first time we will include images of se-
lected machines. This will add another
1000 or so pages of information.
The website is extremely popular and in
the first three months of this year we
had almost 26,000 visitors. Many of
these were discovering the site (and the
club) for the first time and the busiest
day saw over 500 people visiting.
Around 50 visitors each day are using
mobile devices such as tablets and
smart phones.
Although most of the information is free-
ly available to everyone some is re-
stricted for Members Only which is why
you need your own username and
password or must use the details we
publish in each Grassbox for “generic
access”.
The website is built on an advanced
content management system that al-
lows us to create and organise content

very easily while controlling who has
access to individual sections and pages
and who can create or edit information.
The system is very easy to use and it’s
designed to support collaboration.
Despite the amount of content on the
website there are still many areas
where we could do more. We could, for
example, add more suppliers, places of
interest, events, details of machines,
copies of operating manuals and so on.
We also want to increase the number of
single-make specialists so that we can
answer more queries from members
and the general public who visit the site
and send in emails.
Anyone interested in helping should in
the first instance contact Keith Wootton
(keith.wootton@oldlawnmowerclub.co.
uk) for more information.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
We’ll be sending out annual renewal
reminders soon after the AGM. The
committee will be recommending that
the subscription remains the same (£12
for UK, £15 for overseas) for the coming
year. Your reminder will be issued by
email unless we don’t have a current
address, in which case we will send it
by post. You will only receive a remind-
er if your membership runs “Until 2014”
(check the label on this Grassbox’s en-
velope). Members who have joined re-
cently will not need to renew this year.
We have decided to try out a fast-track
renewal at the annual rally. For this
you’ll need to place a cheque (payable
to “The Old Lawnmower Club”) or cash
in an envelope with your name on and
leave it with us after the AGM. If paying
by cash you’ll need to have the correct
payment as we won’t be able to give
change.
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FOR SALE
36" Dennis, serial number 120Z30, c/w grassbox.

complete but dismantled. Engine profession-
ally rebuilt and ready for use. £offers; 20"
Ransomes Mk10, c1937, Sturmey Archer
engine, restored and running, c/w grassbox
£80; 24" Shanks Dragonfly Mk3, c1958, JAP
4 stroke, runs, c/w grassbox £70ono; 12"
Shanks Comet, c/w grassbox £25; All can be
delivered to annual rally.  C: Alan Hardwick
E: alanhardwick@me.com  (Shefford)

28" Atco 28L52, 1952 c/w Villiers Mk25, c/w box,
£185 C: John d'Abbro T: 07887 641625 E:
dabbs@me.com (Woodford Green)

16" Qualcast 16 parts, offers C: Adrian Gray E:
grayadrian3@gmail.com (Oxford)

14" Greens, c/w box, £10 C: James Watts E:
james@jadwell.co.uk (Leicester)

46" John Deere Rotary Mower, 1968 c/w Tecum-
seh HH100, $1,200.00 C: Douglas Houser T:
001 828-320-7004 E:
douglas11@charter.net (Hickory, North Caro-
lina) #

12" Atco 1260/1, c1961 c/w Villiers, c/w box,
£30ono C: John Hawkins T: 01367 253546
E: johnandolwyn@olwynhawkins.plus.com
(Swindon) #

14" Suffolk Suffolk Punch Model no. 21A Dual
Drive Mark VII c/w 75G14, c/w box, FTGH C:
Penny Barron T: 07772 000313 E:
pabarron@btinternet.com (Worthing) #

Masport ride-on mower c/w B&S, offers C: Barry
Briggs T: 00 64 221 369509 E:
barrybriggs83@msn.com (Kaeo) #

30" Dennis Model Z, 1930 c/w Dennis, £500 C:
Simon Wall T: 001 508 409 7874 E:
simonwall1963@hotmail.com (Sleaford,
Lincs) #

16" Ransomes Certes (incorrect Webb Handle),
£20 C: Paul Ager T: 020 8546 3828 E:

paulager@blueyonder.co.uk (Kingston, Sur-
rey) #

Ransomes, Atco, several models, offers C: Geof-
froy Laurent T: 00 32 49 555 7795 E:
Geoffroy.laurent@skynet.be (Namur, Bel-
gium) #

30" Dennis Dash 2 (possibly), c1930, c/w box,
offers C: David Hiik T: 01444 453958 E: les-
ley-hook@sky.com (Haywards Heath) #

28" Pennsylvania Lawn Cleaner, 1930s, c/w box,
offers C: Pete Newton T: 01789 269370 E:
ladyjane@talktalk.net (Stratford-upon-Avon)
#

12" Qualcast Suffolk Punch Mk 7, FTGH C: Nigel
Tame T: 07722 783444 E:
nigeltame@talktalk.net (Walsall) #

13" Suffolk Super Punch, 1960s/70s c/w Suffolk
Iron Foundry, c/w box, FTGH C: Nino Binns
T: 01584 529189 E: nino.binns@gmail.com
(Ludlow) #

14" JP Maxees, dismantled, unfinished project
for parts or your own project, Late 1950s,
FTGH C: Andrew Wade T: 01223 314750
(e-mail contact preferred) E:
webresponse@ajwade.co.uk (Cambridge) #

12" Ransomes Ajax, c/w box, FTGH C: Cather-
ine Perry T: 07772 028039 E:
cathybrianperry@talktalk.net (Cardiff) #

Atco Scythe, 1950s c/w Villiers, £250 C: Mark
Jessup T: 07719 788303 E:
mark@surgicaldynamics.co.uk (Newcastle)
#

12" Folbate F2, offers C: Michael Aarons T:
01277 410497 E: micknphil@hotmail.co.uk
(Chelmsford) #

20" Ransomes Mk 74 Light Motor Reg No B2004
c/w Sturmey Archer, c/w box, £0.01 C: Geof-
frey Rutter T: 01483 8080312 07884960682
E: gasmechanic@tiscali.co.uk (Guildford) #

ADVERTISEMENTS

DIARY DATES FOR 2014
Annual Rally: Milton Keynes Museum
Saturday 17/Sunday 18 May
More details on previous pages, contact
Keith Wootton for more information.
Banbury Steam Rally
Saturday 28/Sunday 29 June
Details from Robbie Robinson.

Bedford Steam Rally
Friday 12/Saturday 13/Sunday 14
September
Details from Dick Hardwick
Malvern Autumn Show
Saturday 27/Sunday 28 September
Details from Keith Wootton
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THE OLD LAWNMOWER COMPANY
Specialists in post-war Lawnmowers & Scythes (Atco, Dennis, Ransomes,

Suffolk, Webb, Allen)
SPARE PARTS    SALES    RESTORATION    OPERATION MANUALS

New blade sharpening kit now available!
See website for details: www.oldlawnmowers.co.uk

T: 07930 314187 Ivor Gregory (Old Lawnmower Club Member)

DENNIS Z TYPE SPARES
(former stock of Geoffrey Brooks)

Engine Parts - Piston Rings - Connecting Rods - Oil Pump Drive Gears
Cutting cylinders for 24” and 30” (not 36”) and bottom blades
Transmission Parts, second hand cylinders and rear rollers

hq@testvalleytrout.co.uk T: 01794 512453
Christopher Saunders-Davies (Old Lawnmower Club Member)

THE MOWER CENTRE
For all sorts of spare parts

Atco - Suffolk - Dennis - Villiers - JAP - Briggs & Stratton - Kohler
Gaskets - Piston Rings - Ignition Coils - Silencers - Cables - Petrol Taps - Oilers

Points - Condensers - Atco Kick Start Springs
Call Us For Our Mail Order Price List T: 01323 842477

John Cruse (Old Lawnmower Club Member)
themowercentrehailsham.com

JP Minor, c/w box, No MED303 C: John Han-
cock T: 07966 142277 E:
jhank1953@btinternet.com (Cheshire)#

14” Qualcast Commodore motor mower, chassis
DR72855K, engine S50788, c/w original
manual and parts list. C: Gillian Liddle E:
gillian.liddle@sasa.gsi.gov.uk (Edinburgh)#

Atco Consort electric mower, complete and still in
box, never used. C: Tony Aubrey E:
afccharvil@aol.com #

14” Atco Lightweight, No 1447, c/w box, FTGH.
C: Nicolas Walsh T: 01295 780708 or 07770
962616 E: nicolas.walsh@btinternet.com
(Banbury)#

Greensleeves Edger, 1950s/60s, offers. C: Neil
Garside T: 01628 471893 E:
brenda.garside@btinternet.com (Marlow)#

27” Lloyds Pennsylvania sidewheel, UK model,
1930s, S/N 2415, c/w JAP engine, offers. C:
Martin Clarke T: 01522 778329 E:
martinedenclarke@btinternet.com (Newark)#

14” Atco battery mower, 1964, c/w box, FTGH.
C: Kate Kay T: 01865 513552 E:
katekay99@aol.com (Oxford)#

12” Ransomes hand mower, post WW2, un-
known model; 20/24” Ransomes motor mow-
er, c/w 4S engine; Suffolk Punch mower. All
FTGH. C: Roger Dew T: 07989 617084
(Lymington)#

21” Jacobsen Manor 21, 1965, $350. C: Chris
Catron T: 001 509 833 4573 E:
catronc2@hotmail.com (Yakima, USA)#

WANTED
Cylinders and parts required for Atco Mini-Gang

20" x 3 units restoration project, 1975 model;
Gang Mowers by Ransomes or Dennis Bros -
Ransomes J5 or equivilant/Dennis "Guilford"
Gang mowers 1960-1980, c/w box, to exhibit
& demonstrate at shows. C: Paul Harvey T:
01242 680972 (evening only please, 6:30-
10:00pm) E: paul_m_harvey@btinternet.com
(Tewkesbury)

Pre 1940 lawn mowers. Anything considered,
except Atco, including individual machines
and whole collections. Write to Michael
Duck, 1 Belmont Terrace, Shepton Beau-
champ, Somerset TA19 0JX.
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Automower   Mower
Atco     Piston
Ajax     Points
Budding    Pony
Boadicea    Roller
Clyinder    Rotor
Chain     Rope
Clutch     Spring
Dennis     Spanner
Exhaust    Tap
Flywheel    Transfer
Grass     Valve
Lawn     Webb
Magneto

WORDSEARCH
By Geoff Christopher

And finally.... This record was found
by Tony Hopwood, who is now looking
for JP and Dennis labels...


